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NEIL HILBORN - CONTRACT RIDER

This rider is part of the attached agreement between the Purchaser for services of the Artist.
Thank you in advance for selecting Neil Hilborn to perform. The following lists of provisions are presented to you
to ensure a smooth running show. Should you have any questions about any of the provisions, please call your
AUBURN MOON AGENCY representative.
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While Auburn Moon Agency respects the artistic intentions of the Purchaser and their staff, we would also like to
offer some friendly and experienced advice about spoken word shows: The room should first be warmed up with
walk-in music, an opening act such as local poets or open mic, a skilled host and a proper introduction of the
performer. If you have questions about show flow or pacing please let Auburn Moon Agency advise you; we want
the show to be a success! Thank you again for choosing Neil Hilborn.
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I. Purchaser to provide the following Technical Requirements:
1. One (1) cordless microphone on a straight microphone stand.
2. Good quality sound and lighting system (NO Ceiling PA please) with knowledgeable person to run systems.
Lighting must illuminate the entire area of performance onstage.
3. A stage area no less than 8' x 12' or reasonable performance space.
4. Venue should be in an intimate performance space with no foot traffic/distractions, and auditorium style
with minimum amount of space between the audience and the stage.
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II. Purchaser to provide the following Hospitality Needs:
1. A private dressing room or changing area away from the general public with reasonable access to the
stage supplied with bottled water.
2. One (1) meal or a $20 meal buyout will be added to the contracted price.
3. Local ground transportation for the artist if required.
4. One (1) single hotel room for one (1) person for one (1) night in a Radisson, Holiday Inn or Marriott or
similar national hotel chain or equally accommodating local hotel. (*Only if REQUIRED on the first page of
this contract.)
5. If no appropriate accommodations are available a $100.00 hotel allowance will be added to the agreed
price.
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HOTEL INFORMATION:___________________________________________________________________________
Hotel Address/Phone: ____________________________________________________________________________
Confirmation #: ________________________________
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DAY OF SHOW CONTACT: _______________________________________________________________________
Office, Cell, & Email:______________________________________________________________________________
III. Miscellaneous Requirements
1. FREE SPEECH: Purchaser agrees that the artist is free to speak her mind, and that the performance will not
be censored in any way.
2. Visit AuburnMoonAgency.com or email jacqui@auburnmoonagency.com to inquire about desired
promotional materials. Please DO NOT USE GOOGLE IMAGES.
3. Artist reserves the right to cancel engagement with no notice if retained for a major television, commercial,
or film audition/performance or showcase opportunity. If artist cancels, purchaser will not be held liable for
any financial costs occurred by the artist. Artist and purchaser agree to make best effort to reschedule
engagement on a mutually agreeable date.
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This rider is hereby attached and agreed to by:
Artist or Artist Representative

Purchaser

